Experts for Strategy Activation

Mastering the Grand Challenges of Leadership.
Together.

The MLI Leadership Institute and
the Future of Leadership Initiative are looking for
a dedicated intern.
Are you fascinated by new leadership approaches and digital innovation? Do you possess a strong analytic
mind but also good organizational skills? If this applies to you, it might be a good idea to read this ad.
Our team is looking for a dedicated intern to support the MLI Leadership Institute in consulting some of their
major clients in leadership development and strategy activation. Furthermore, you will promote the Future
of Leadership Initiative, e.g. through online marketing and organizing its events and programs.

About the MLI

About the FLI

The MLI Leadership Institute Munich is a strategic
consulting company focusing on Strategy
Activation. We support our clients in
transformation processes, leadership and vision
development. One of our guiding principles is that
the value of a strategy is not only measured by its
sales target but primarily by the number of
followers. The more people you convince that the
strategy will work, the more valuable it is.
MLI’s expertise is to evolve creative consulting
concepts and workshop formats by combining
proven consulting approaches with latest findings
from cognitive research.

The Future of Leadership Initiative (FLI) is a nonprofit spin-off of the MLI. The initiative brings
together global thought leaders, senior executives
and selected young talents from leading
universities. Since 2013, we have developed into
the largest and most diverse English-speaking
leadership community in Germany. In our open
and collaborative Think Tank, we understand,
explore, and master the grand challenges of
leadership. The FLI Academy provides the
leadership skills and capabilities for tomorrow.
And within in the FLI Community, we foster
meaningful interactions.

Application Requirements
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Full-time availability, starting on February 1st or later for at least three months
Curious in learning more about leadership, innovation and global issues
Analytical thinking and good grasp of numbers
Keen on technological topics and at ease in becoming acquainted with digital tools
A strategic thinker with a passion for conceptual work (consulting experience of advantage)
Excellent communication skills in English and German (both C1+)
High-level proficiency in MS Office, especially Power Point and Excel

Your Benefits
•
•
•
•
•

Compensated internship
Gain profound insights in the consulting business
Participate in the FLI events and programs
Establish a remarkable network of global thought leaders, executives and HR representatives
Extend your organizational and managerial skills just along the way

You love new challenges and would like to be on board? We’d be more than happy to receive
your CV and letter of motivation at c.morgner@leadership-munich.org.
For further information and impressions visit www.future-of-leadership.org and www.leadership-munich.org
Future of Leadership Initiative
c/o MLI Leadership Institut München GmbH
Isarwinkel 6, 81379 München, Germany

